
Quid Pro Quo 

What is “Quid pro quo?” According to the EEOC, 

 in which "submission to or rejection of unwelcome sexual conduct by an individual is used as 

the basis for employment decisions affecting such individual," and "hostile environment," in 

which unwelcome sexual conduct "unreasonably interfere[s] with an individual's job 

performance" or creates an "intimidating, hostile or offensive working environment."(EEOC.) 

  In other words, if you ask your manager for a raise and she is a woman, and she says “I’ll give 

you a raise if you take me out to dinner.” That is clearly unacceptable.  

  Unfortunately there are many other scenarios that could be used and it happens a lot in the 

workforce to both men and women.  Company’s must have a sexual harassment policy in place 

to keep employee’s/employer’s safe because if not it could be a “he/she said” battle.    

Examples of “quid pro quo.” 

• When an employer has certain expectations based upon the following; Hiring, promoting, salary 

increases, shift or work assignments, performance standards, assistance etc. They would be rejected by 

an employer because he/she is not giving/receiving any sexual favors or any type of sexual behavior. 

•  If anyone in the workforce demands sexual favors for exchange for any of the topics listed 

above is considered to be, “Quid Pro Quo.” 

• If an employee was to be disciplined or fired for not doing the sexual favor that was asked of 

them. 

• If you were romantic with a co-worker or supervisor and suddenly stopped and was terminated 

for not continuing the sexual favors. 

 

As an employer it is your duty to keep your work environment a non-hostile and intimating atmosphere 

and to have a legal obligation that makes everyone feels comfortable.  A good way to help prevent 

sexual harassment is to make sure that you set clear guidelines and are stated upon hiring, and 

continuation. Also, make sure you have multiple upper level management associates that people can 

talk to about a grievance. Some people don’t feel comfortable talking to the opposite gender about a 

grievance. Always make the person who files a complaint is fully investigated and helped out. 


